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Abstract
La transizione tra litosfera continentale ed oceanica nei margini passivi può
avere caratteristiche diverse che dipendono principalmente dall’evoluzione tetton-
ica regionale durante la loro formazione. I margini passivi creati dal processo di
rifiting sono caratterizzati da una zona tra continente e oceano costituita da litos-
fera continentale assottigliata a seguito dell’estensione. La velocità e la durata
del processo di rifting influenza le dimensioni e la geometria del margine passivo.
Inoltre, i margini passivi denominati magma rich sono associati ad una elevata pro-
duzione di magma derivante dalla fusione del mantello e alla conseguente messa
in posto di rocce mafiche intrusive ed effusive, mentre questo non avviene nel
caso di margini magma poor. Tutte queste differenze fanno s̀ı che la geometria e,
soprattuto, la reologia dei margini passivi siano molto varie.
In questo progetto ho studiato come i diversi tipi di margini passivi, una volta
arrivati alla zona di cerniera, influenzino la dinamica della subduzione e collisione
continentale. In particolare, i fenomeni che sono stati studiati sono la rottura dello
slab in profondità e l’accrezione di crosta continentale alla placca sovrascorrente.
Questi processi, che sono solo alcuni degli scenari che possono avvenire in zone di
collisione continentale, sono influenzati dalle caratteristiche del margine passivo.
Per questo studio, ho sviluppato dei modelli bidimensionali di subduzione con
geometrie, reologie e composizioni dei margini passivi diverse, utilizzando un codice
di modellazione numerica ad elementi finiti (Citcom) adatto a modellare problemi
di convezione mantellica. Lo scopo di questi modelli è quello di avere una migliore
comprensione del processo di subduzione e capire ed interpretare la geologia delle
zone di collisione continentale.
I risultati mostrano che la presenza di margini passivi ha un impatto importante
sul processo di subduzione. Si vede, infatti, che la variazione di profondità del
break-off dello slab varia su 300 km, mentre quella del tempo relativo al break-
off è di 50 Myr. I modelli che descrivono i margini magma poor, inoltre, sono
consistenti con osservazioni geologiche che mostrano che parte del margine viene
trasferito sulla placca sovrascorrente. Quelli che modellano i margini magma rich,
invece, mostrano che il break-off avviene al di sopra del margine, e questo è in
linea con le osservazioni che mostrano che è raro osservare margini di questo tipo
in natura.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ocean-continent boundaries at passive margins are extremely diverse and might
be important regions in which the deformation is accommodated during continen-
tal collision. However, their different architecture is often neglected in numerical
studies of subduction and continental collision dynamics. The aim of this work is
to understand how the presence of different types of passive margins affects sub-
duction dynamics when it comes to continental collision. In particular, I focused
on changes in the geometry, density, and rheology of the margin to better simu-
late the characteristics of real margins we can find on our planet. This study will
allow us to understand if neglecting the presence of these structures is justified
by the results or if they are actually important when modelling subduction. Fur-
thermore, I focused on what happens to the passive margin material throughout
the evolution of subduction to investigate under which conditions accretion of the
passive margin to the overriding plate is more likely. During subduction, in fact,
the margin might decouple, at least in part, from the subducting slab and re-
main at the surface, or it can completely subduct into the mantle, or partly rising
back towards the surface after being subducted (a process known as exhumation).
These different dynamics are particularly noticeable when considering the models
relative to magma poor and magma rich margins, giving a possible explanation as
to why magma poor margins are better preserved than magma rich ones.
1.1 Continental collision and passive margins
The term continental collision refers to the closure of an ocean and subsequent
mountain building (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014 [1]). This process results in the
subduction of buoyant continental material, whose positive buoyancy slows down
the sinking of the slab in the upper mantle and eventually stops the subduction
process (McKenzie, 1969 [2], Cloos, 1993 [3]). An example of continental collision
is showed in figure 1.1 [4].
1
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Figure 1.1: Continental collision process, figure from [4]. Subduction is followed
by the collision of the continents and, eventually, slab break off. This brings to
the formation of a mountain belt.
When the continent arrives at the trench, the continental crust can either
subduct, the slab can break-off as a consequence of tensile stress due to the pull
of the oceanic lithosphere (which is sinking into the mantle) connected to the
continent, or part of the crust can delaminate and accrete on the overriding plate
(Magni et al., 2012 [5]).
Various numerical studies have been conducted to investigate different aspects
of continental collision. For instance, Magni et al., 2012 [5] looked at the trench
migration during continental collision, van Hunen et al., 2011 [7] looked at slab
break-off and found that slab strength and crustal density are important for the
dynamics of slab break-off, Baumann et al., 2010 [8] investigated the impact of
slab age, convergence rate and phase transitions on the viscous mode of slab de-
tachment, and Toussaint et al., 2014 [9] focuses primarily on the influence on
subduction of geotherm or thermotectonic age, lower-crustal composition, conver-
gence rate and metamorphic changes in the downgoing crust. However, in general,
the details related to passive margins are not taken into account. Indeed, most
of these models considered the continental crust to be a structure described by
fixed parameters and rheology, which transitions abruptly to oceanic crust. This,
however, is not what happens in nature, in which an area of continent-ocean tran-
sition (COT) is present (Williams et al., 2019 [10]). I therefore decided to try to
describe the COT zone, which I refer to as passive margin, and I introduced it in
my subduction models, in order to understand its significance in the continental
collision process. This area is called passive because it does not correspond to an
active plate margin.
Passive margins are formed during rifting. A representation of this process can
be found in figure 1.2, while figure 1.3 gives an overview of the formation of MP
and MR margins. Depending on the volumes of extension-related magmatism,
two different kinds of margins can be defined: magma poor (MP) and magma rich
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How, when and where did crustal thinning occur?
Extreme crustal thinning is interpreted to occur either by
lower crustal flow, sequential normal faulting or detach-
ment faulting (Reston 2007; Lavier and Manatschal 2006).
Lower crustal rocks drilled at Sites 900 and 1067 and
clasts of lower crust drilled at Site 1068 in the Iberia margin
are mainly mafic, which indicates that the lower crust was
probably rather strong. Therefore, it is difficult to assume,
although it cannot be excluded, that the lower crust could
flow during rifting and account for extreme thinning.
Sequential tilting of high-angle faults is a hypothetical
geometrical solution that can account for the thinning of the
brittle crust (Reston, 2007); however, it can neither explain
the thinning of ductile parts of the crust, nor the abrupt
thinning of the crust in the necking zone, and it is not
Fig. 6 Schematic conceptual model showing the evolution of rifting
based on observations from the Iberia/Newfoundland rift system.
Figures 6a–d summarize the modes of extension leading to continen-
tal break-up. a The stretching mode is characterized by high-angle
listric faulting associated with classical half-graben subsidence;
continental crust is slightly stretched and sedimentary basins devel-
oped independently from each other, affecting a broad region. b The
thinning mode is characterized by a conjugate decoupled system of
detachment faults that accommodate exhumation of deeper crustal
and/or mantle levels underneath Block H. The thinning mode is at the
transition from distributed to localized extension. c The exhumation
mode is characterized by detachment faults that cross cut the
embrittled crust and exhume serpentinized mantle rocks at the
seafloor. d Final seafloor spreading is defined by the irrevocable
localization of thermal and mechanical processes in a narrow zone
corresponding to a proto-ridge. (The numbers shown on top of each
figure refer to ODP sites)
1592 Int J Earth Sci (Geol Rundsch) (2009) 98:1581–1597
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Figure 1.2: Figure from Péron-Pinvidic nd Manatschal, 2009 [6]: schem tic
representation of the rifting proc ss, based on obs vations fr m t e
Iberia/Newfoundland rift system. (a) The stretching of the upper crust causes
distributed basins; (b)Thinning of the crust to < 10km because of the coupling of
eformation in the lower crust and upper and deformation in the upper crust; (c)
In some cases exhumation of sub continental mantle may happen; (d) Break up
and onset of more or less steady-state seafloor spreading.
(MR) (Franke,2 13 [11]).
In particular, MP margins are formed when extension is accompanied by mag-
matism, and they are characterized by stretched and thinned continental crust,
while MR margins form when rifting is accompanied by significant mantle melt-
ing, with volcanism occurring before and/or during continental breakup (Franke,
2013 [11]).
Magma rich margins are characterized by a narrow COT (50 − 100 km), and
are associated with a thicker-than-normal oceanic crust (12− 30 km, [14]). They
contain huge volumes of mafic extrusive and intrusive rocks emplaced in a short
period of time (Callot et al., 2002 [15]). MR margins are also composed of a
lower crustal body, identified as a high velocity zone (HVZ) for the seismic waves
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2.2.3. Along strike variations, segmentation and 3D evolution of rift systems
Most studies and models of rifted margins are focused on a 2D
approach looking at dip sections parallel to the kinematic transport di-
rection. It is important to note that these sections are not necessarily
perpendicular to the margin, in particular in oblique or shear margins.
The along strike architecture of riftedmargins characterized by segmen-
tation and strong lateral changes of crustal structures and/or the volume
of magmatic additions is not well understood. The hypothesis that
inheritance and/or rift-induced processes may control the lateral evolu-
tion and segmentation of rift systems is discussed further below, based
on the example of the southern North Atlantic.
3. The role of Variscan inheritance in structuring the Alpine Tethys
and Iberian rift-systems
Here we use the term “Variscan inheritance” to refer not only to
the orogenic processes but, also to the late to post-orogenic events,
distinguishing between crustal and mantle inheritance. We focus on
the Alpine Tethys and Iberian Atlantic rift systems that formed over a
lithosphere with a strong Variscan inheritance. Although the fate of
these two conjugate margins is different, i.e. one became part of a big
ocean while the other probably never developed into a steady state
ocean, we consider the two systems as belonging to the same Late Trias-
sic to Early Cretaceous rift system that formed over a Variscan orogenic
lithosphere. Until now, most discussions of the importance of inheri-
tance focused either on local or large-scale examples, without consider-
ing that the resolution of the observations is strongly scale-dependent.
Herewe try to integrate this idea by discussing the role of structural and
compositional inheritance at different scales, ranging from lithospheric-
to outcrop-scale.
3.1. In!uence of inheritance on a large-scale: the example of “Variscan”
inheritance
3.1.1. Variscan processes controlling crustal inheritance
3.1.1.1. Pre- and syn-Variscan structures. Akin to modern orogens,
the Varsican orogen overprinted a continental crust/lithosphere
inherited from older orogenic events. The limit between parts of the
crust/lithosphere that were affected relative to those that remained un-
affected by a severe Variscan overprint corresponds to the transition be-
tween the fold and thrust belt and the !exural foreland basin (Fig. 3a
and b). While this limit is well preserved across Northern Germany
and Southeastern England and Ireland, its southern limit is strongly
overprinted by the Mesozoic rifting and the Alpine orogeny (see
Fig. 3). The main difference between the distinct orogenic domains
shown in Fig. 3a are, apart from their compositional and structural in-
heritance, the age of the last tectonic/thermal event.
Capturing the details of theVariscan orogeny inWestern Europe is at
this stage dif"cult, since the overall evolution and architecture is still a
matter of debate (e.g., Martínez Catalán, 2011). Indeed, remnants of
the Variscan orogeny are dissected and overprinted by later rifting
and the Alpine orogenic cycle, which makes correlations between the
different parts of the former Variscan orogen dif"cult. The better-
preserved and continuous domain of the Variscan belt can be mapped
through Eastern and North Western Europe corresponding to the
northern Variscan foreland and the associated fold and thrust belt. The
extent of the Rheic suture zone and that of arcs and back-arc systems
inWestern Europe is being debated. This ismainly due to the poor pres-
ervation of this system and the likely subduction of mostmaterial of the
former internal parts, including the remnants of the Rheic ocean and of
Fig. 2. Two sections showing (a) amagma-poor riftedmargin (modi"ed after Sutra et al., 2013) and (b) amagma-rich riftedmargin (modi"ed after Tsikalas et al., 2008). The T–t evolution
for a magma-rich margin and a magma poor margin is shown in a diagramwhere the vertical axis corresponds to the depth of the lithosphere (de"ned as the 1300 °C isotherm) and the
horizontal axis to the time axes showing the evolution of a system from rifting to sea!oor spreading. The violet line shows the depth of the lithosphere as a function of time. The green line
corresponds to the onset ofmagma-production that occurswhen the lithosphere is thinned to b50%. The gray domain corresponds to the time between "rst production ofmagma and the
lithospheric breakup. Note that at magma-poor rifted margins breakup occurs after the mantle has been exhumed, while at magma-rich rifted margins, breakup may occur before sepa-
ration of the two continents.
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Figure 1.3: Figure from Manatschal et al., 2015 [12]: schematic representation of
(a) magma poor and (b) magma rich margins. The diagrams show the evolution of
the margins. The vertical axis corresponds to the depth of the lithosphere (defined
as the 1300 C i otherm) and he horizontal axis t t e time xe , and it shows
the evolution of a system from rifting to seafloor spreading. The violet line shows
the depth of the litho phere as a function of time. The green line corresponds
to the onset of magma-produ tion that occurs when the lithosphere is thinn d t
half of its initial thickness. The gray domain corresponds to the time between first
production of magma and the ithospheric b eakup.At magma poor rifted margi s
breaku ccurs after the mantle has been exhume , while at magm rich rifted
margins, breakup may occur before separation of the two continents.
(vp > 7.3 km/s [11]) and usually nt rpreted as bodies of underplat d mafic to
ultra-mafic magma [14].
Magm poor margins ar characterised by a long COT zone (up to 500 km, if
not more; Whitmarsh a d Manatschal, 2001 [16]), composed of highly stretched
and thinned continental lithosphere.
Once the collision occurs, there are a few different outcomes for the system, for
example formation of an orogen, accretion of part of the continental subducting
plate to the overriding plate, or exhumation of continental material after being
subducted. All of these processes preserve parts of the subducting plate.
Collision of passive margin is one of the processes responsible for the formation
of collisional mountain belts (Mohn et al., 2014 [13]), and are composed by rocks
accreted from the lower and/or upper plates. They are heavily influenced by
subduction geometry as well as the nature and geological history of converging
plates (Garzanti et al., 2007 [17]). This process is showed in figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Figure from Mohn et al., 2014 [13]: stages of the formation of a
mountain belt. The rifting stage (a) is followed by subduction (b), which eventually
results in collision (c) and the formation of an orogen.
This process is also linked to the fact that part of the margin material accretes
on the overriding plate. Geological observations, in fact, show that passive mar-
gin material can be found in mountain belts such as the Alps (Manatschal and
Gianreto, 2004 [18]).
Furthermore, MP passive margins are more common to observe in mountain
belts than MR margins.
Figure 1.5 shows a world map of passive margins today. In this study, in par-
ticular, I implemented some models in which I tried to recreate the architecture
of the margins described in Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2013 [19], which correspond to
the Iberia-Newfoundland conjugate margin (magma poor; Peron-Pinvidic et al.,
2009 [6]), the mid-Norwegian-central East Greenland conjugate margin (magma
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rich; Geoffroy, 2005 [14]) and the Angola-Esperito Santo conjugate margin (magma
poor; Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2013 [19]), identified in figure 1.6. Moreover, I im-
plemented passive margins in the models with a more simplified structure, which
allowed me to perform a parametric study and systematically investigate the effects
of each feature on the dynamics of collision.
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Fig.1 a) The classical “Upper-Lower plate” model proposed by Lister et al. (1986) with key characteristics 
of the two conjugate margins separated by a lithospheric scale detachment-fault. b) Bathymetric-
topographic map of the world (map from National Geophysical Data Center) showing the distribution of 
magma-poor, magma-rich and transform margins. Transform margins can also be classified as magma-
poor or magma-rich, however, the present state of knowledge about these margins is meager and prevent 
such a classification at the moment. Black squares localize the sites discussed in this paper (A=Alps, 
I=East Indian margin, NF=Newfoundland margin). 
 
The archetypal examples of asymmetric, magma-poor rifted margins became the Iberia-
Newfoundland conjugate margins (Boillot et al., 1987) and the Alpine Tethys margins exposed in 
Figure 1.5: Figure from Haupert et al., 2016 [20]. World map of modern passive
margins. The red line identifies magma rich passive margins, while the blue line
identifies magma poor ones.
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differences observed between one rift system and the other are
related to local variations in rift parameters, to inheritance or to
fundamentally different rifting processes (see Section 3). Our aim is
to better identify the similarities and differences between these
rifted margins and to understand to what degree the concepts
based on one margin system can be applied to another through a
generic model (see Section 4).
A profound schism exists between ‘ODP drilled’ and ‘non-ODP
drilled margins’. The IberiaeNewfoundland rifted margins were
penetrated by 18 deep holes drilled during DSDP Leg 47B and ODP
Legs 103, 149, 173 and 210 (Groupe-Galice, 1979; Boillot et al., 1987;
Sawyer et al., 1994; Whitmarsh et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 2004)
(Figs. 1 and 4). This unique dataset made the IberiaeNewfoundland
margins the type example of a magma-poor rift-system that went
to continental breakup, and a basis for revision of our views on
rifted margins. The recognition worldwide of rifted margins that
display similar !rst-order domains as well as structural and strat-
igraphic systems that resemble each other, justi!es a comparison
betweenmargins with good data coverage, even if they have not all
been subject to deep drilling.
Refractionmodels generally provide a good overview of the bulk
architecture of rifted margins (e.g. Reston, 2009). The Angola
margin (Contrucci et al., 2004), the Newfoundland margin (Van
Avendonk et al., 2006) and the mid-Norwegian margin (Mjelde
et al., 2009) are all characterized by comparable seismic refrac-
tion characteristics (Fig. 2), albeit if some controversy exists over
the lithological interpretation of some seismic velocity ranges (e.g.
Ebbing et al., 2006). For all three margins, a similar, !rst-order
geometry appears with a seismic basement that thins oceanwards
from >30 km thickness in proximal settings tow0e5 km thickness
at the most distal settings (Fig. 2). The Moho rises oceanwards
either rapidly over short distances (e.g. Newfoundland) or more
gradually (e.g. Angola), while the top of basement steadily deepens
toward the distal margin. More detailed information on the archi-
tecture of these rifted margins is found in other datasets, such as
seismic re"ection data, potential !eld data and stratigraphic data
obtained from exploration wells. They permit a more detailed
interpretation of the basement structure and sedimentary archi-
tecture. For instance, whereas proximal margins commonly contain
arrays of half-graben basins with syntectonic, wedge-shaped
Figure 1. Topographic map of the Atlantic Ocean. The boxes show the location of the rifted areas discussed in the contribution. Topography is ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009)
presented in geographical latitudeelongitude coordinates (datum WGS84).
G. Peron-Pinvidic et al. / Marine and Petroleum Geology 43 (2013) 21e4722
Figure 1.6: Figure from Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2013 [19]. Topographic map of the
Atlantic Ocean. The boxes show the location of the passive margins we described
in this study.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
2.1 The subduction problem
Subduction processes can be described in terms of thermal and compositional
convection. Mantle convection, in fact, is strongly linked to plate motion and is
driven by the internal buoyancy, which derives by density variations. These density
variations are mainly due to the composition and thermal state of the system, and
they can be described as follows:
∆ρ(T,C) = ρ0
[
∆ρc
ρ0
− α(T − T0)
]
, (2.1)
with symbols and their values described in table 2.3.
From a thermal point of view, the density difference is described through the
thermal expansion α, which means that if temperature decreases, density increases.
When modelling subduction, therefore, we can describe a tectonic plate as a layer
with temperature varying from a surface value to a mantle reference value. This
means that a subducting plate can be considered as a cold and dense layer, which
has a negative buoyancy and, thus, sinks into the mantle.
The compositional density variation, on the other hand, is due to the presence
of different materials. In this study, I distinguish between continental crust (ρc =
2700 kg/m3, 2800 kg/m3 and 2900 kg/m3), oceanic crust (ρo = 3000 kg/m
3), and
mantle (ρmantle = 3300 kg/m
3).
2.1.1 Governing equations
When describing the thermal and compositional convection in the mantle, the
equations that have to be taken into account are those for the conservation of
mass, momentum, energy and composition.
I consider the mantle to be an incompressible and viscous medium, for which
9
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the Boussinesq approximation holds (i.e., the density variations are neglected ex-
cept in the buoyancy term of the conservation of momentum equation except for
the gravity term, which is linked to the buoyancy). All the equations presented in
this section, therefore, are subject to this approximation.
For an incompressible fluid, the conservation of mass (whose general equation
is ∂ρ/∂t+∇ · (ρu) = 0) is reduced to the description of a divergence-free velocity
field:
∇ · u = 0 (2.2)
The conservation of momentum, which represent the balance between pressure,
viscous and body forces in the system, can be described thanks to the Stokes
equations:
∇p−∇ · τ = ∆ρg (2.3)
The conservation of energy is described as an equation for the temperature
field:
∂T
∂t
+ u ·∇T = k∇2T (2.4)
The conservation of composition is described by a purely advective transport
equation:
∂C
∂t
+ u ·∇C = 0 (2.5)
This set of equations can be rendered non-dimensional thanks to the following
scaling expressions:
x = x′h t = t′h2/k u = u′k/h T = ∆T (T ′ + T0) η = η0η
′ (2.6)
This set of non-dimensional equations can therefore be rewritten as (dropping
the primes for legibility):
∇ · u = 0 , (2.7)
−∇p+∇ · [η(∇u+∇Tu)] + (RaT +RbC)ez , (2.8)
∂T
∂t
+ u ·∇T =∇2T , (2.9)
∂C
∂t
+ u ·∇C = 0 , (2.10)
where I have introduced the thermal Rayleigh number:
Ra =
αρ0g∆Th
3
kη0
, (2.11)
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and the compositional Rayleigh number:
Rb =
δρcgh
3
kη0
, (2.12)
which control the vigour of convection.
The symbols in the previous equations are described in table 2.3
2.2 Numerical modelling: Citcom
The governing equations above are solved with the Finite Element Method (FEM),
using the parallel finite element code Citcom (Moresi and Solomatov, 1995 [21],
Zhong et al., 2000 [22]).
I used the Eulerian finite element technique for the conservation of mass, mo-
mentum and energy, and the Lagrangian tracer particle method for the transport
of composition. The difference between the two is the reference system. For the
Eulerian method, I calculated the flow field and the fluid properties relative to a
fixed point in space, whereas for the Lagrangian method we use a coordinate sys-
tem in which the velocities of the particles of the flow are relative to the position
of the single particles.
The governing equations are partial differential equation (PDE). The FEM is
one of the most common ways to solve this kind of equations, in that it allows to
transforms the PDE in an approximate system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) that can subsequently be solved using standard techniques. In order
to do that, I discretized the model domain into a finite number of elements (a
mesh) inside which the ODEs can be solved thanks to a fourth order Runge-Kutta
integration.
I considered a mesh with variable elements dimensions. The simpler models I
implemented have bigger mesh elements. When I introduced the oceanic crust and
high viscosity contrasts, however, I had to refine the mesh and consider smaller
elements in some areas of our domain. The mesh resolutions are reported in table
2.1 and 2.2.
Moreover, the FEM can be used to solve problems which involve complex ge-
ometries, inhomogeneities in the domain or strong variations of the properties of
the material. Therefore, it is especially suitable to describe subduction processes,
in which all of the situations above are present.
Using the procedure described in Moresi and Solomatov [21], the equations
for the conservation of mass (2.7) and momentum (2.8) can be discretized and
rewritten as:
Au+Bp = f , (2.13)
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Reference model mesh
Coordinate
Number of
layers
Upper
bound of
the mesh
region
Number of
nodes per
region
Mesh reso-
lution (km)
x 5
0.06 6 7.92
2.21 132 10.83
3.37 155 4.97
4.94 102 10.26
5.0 6 7.92
z 2
0.33 27 8.38
1.0 36 12.63
Table 2.1: Mesh employed when studying the reference model.
Refined mesh
Coordinate
Number of
layers
Upper
bound of
the mesh
region
Number of
nodes per
region
Mesh reso-
lution (km)
x 5
0.06 6 7.92
2.21 132 10.83
3.37 155 4.97
4.94 102 10.26
5.0 6 7.92
z 2
0.68 155 2.91
1.0 37 5.87
Table 2.2: Mesh employed when I introduced the oceanic crust and high viscosity
contrasts. I refined the first 450 km along the z-axis, in order to be able to resolve
small structures even during the break-off.
BTu = 0 , (2.14)
where u is a vector of unknown velocities, A is the ”stiffness” matrix, B is the
discrete gradient operator, p is a vector of unknown pressures, and f is a vector
which represents the body forces acting on the fluid. The coefficients of A,B and f
are obtained using a standard finite element formulation with linear velocity and
constant shape functions. By multiplying 2.13 for BTA−1 and using 2.14, the
following equation can be obtained, in which the unknown velocity vector does
not appear:
BTA−1Bp = BTA−1f (2.15)
This equation is a form of the Uzawa algorithm and can be solved with an
iterative conjugate gradient method, while the equation 2.9 for the conservation
of energy is solved with a standard Petrov-Galerkin method (Yu et al., 1987 [23]).
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Compositional properties In order to model the presence of different com-
positions and transport their properties through the computational domain in a
time dependent model as described in equation 2.10, the Lagrangian tracer particle
method has been used (Di Giuseppe et al., 2008 [24], van Huen et al., 2002 [25]).
Initially, a large number of tracers (more than 40 per element) is distributed ran-
domly in the model domain. The composition function C can hold on of two
values:
C =
1 for the continental (or oceanic) crust0 for the mantle material (2.16)
At each time step, the tracers are advected with the flow field, and the inter-
polation of the compositional information is done for every element, and is applied
to the integration points in order to obtain a new distribution of tracers. This dis-
tribution is then used to determine the density of the material and the buoyancy
forces.
2.3 Rheology
An important aspect of subduction models is the rheology of the various com-
ponents of the process that must be taken into account. Indeed, differences in
rheological properties reflect on the processes that we consider in this work, such
as continental subduction, exhumation, and slab break-off.
In this section, therefore, I describe the rheologies that I used to model mantle,
lithosphere and passive margins.
2.3.1 Mantle rheology
On geological time scales, the mantle behaves like a fluid. On the first order, it can
be considered as a Newtonian fluid. However, in order to model a more realistic
behaviour, I used a temperature and stress dependent viscosity. Furthermore, lab-
oratory studies show that the main sources of deformation for the mantle minerals
are the diffusion creep and the dislocation creep (Ranalli, 2000 [26]).
In general, the strain rate for a solid-state creep process in the mantle is (Karato
and Wu, 1993 [27]):
ε̇ = Aτnd−me−
E+pV
RT , (2.17)
whose symbols are described in table 2.3.
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Knowing that viscosity and strain rate are linked by η = τ/ε̇, we can rewrite
equation 2.17 as:
η = A−1/nε̇(1−n)/ndm/ne−
E+pV
RT (2.18)
Depending on the creep mechanism, the parameters mandn hold different val-
ues. In particular:
• Diffusion creep (diffusion of vacancies through grains): the stress dependence
is linear (n = 1);
• Dislocation creep (motion of dislocations through grains): nonlinear stress
dependence (n = 3− 5) and no grain size dependence (m = 0).
The values I used in this work can be found in table 2.3.
Because of the Boussinsq approximaton, the activation volume V is zero.
We can rewrite the equation 2.18 as:
η = AD ε̇
(1−n)/ne−
E
RT (2.19)
where AD = A
−1/ndm/n.
Since both creep mechanisms discussed above take place in the mantle, I con-
sidered an effective viscosity ηeff that, at each point, is defined as:
ηeff = min{ηdiff , ηdisl} (2.20)
where ηdiff is the viscosity described by the diffusion creep law and ηdisl the
one derived for the dislocation creep.
A reference value for the viscosity of the upper mantle does not exist due to the
uncertainties in the indirect measurements. The best estimates are derived from
postglacial rebound models, which suggest a value ηmantle = (3.6 ± 1) · 1020 Pa s
(Lambeck and Johnston, 1998 [28]). In my models, I use the approximated reference
value 1020 Pa s, which, however is not a fixed value, but it changes following the
law described in equation 2.20.
2.3.2 Lithosphere rheology
The lithosphere can deform both in a brittle and ductile fashion, depending on its
composition, depth, temperature, and stresses. In fact, overall we can consider it
to be ductile at depth, since the pressure and temperature increase with it, while it
generally behaves as brittle near the surface. This kind of behaviour is summarized
in figure 2.1.
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shallow depths; pore pressure was taken to be hydrostatic. 
The actual stress to cause sliding is probably lower because 
of the chemical effect of water. Second, the rheologies for 
quartz and/or olivine aggregates delineate the strength of the 
plastic portions of the lithosphere; as discussed in the 
preceding and following sections, robust rheologies for 
polymineralic rocks are not yet available. Third, the brittle- 
ductile transition (BDT) truncates the frictional sliding curve 
at the depth at which the flow stress is five times the 
frictional strength, as discussed in the previous section. 
Fourth, the flow strength curve is terminated at the point at 
which it intersects Goetze's criterion given in equation (11) 
for hydrostatic pore pressure (i.e., at the BPT). The BDT is 
com•ected to the B PT using a dotted line, as no constitutive 
equation is available for this region. 
The strength profile for 60-m.y.-old oceanic lithosphere 
[Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, pp. 163-167] in Figure 9a 
based on rheologies of dry rocks is characterized by a 
relatively broad brittle-to-plastic transition region. The 
calculated strength reaches a maximum value of-800 MPa 
at a depth of -35-40 km. A rheology for dry mantle rocks 
was used because water is effectively removed from the rock 
during decompression melting in upwelling mantle. Thus the 
pore fluid pressure is assumed to be very low. The peak 
strength might be reduced by as much as a factor of two, if 
the rheology for dry olivine were replaced by one for wet 
olivine. However, a high-stress (e.g., equation (8)) flow law 
for wet olivine is not available to constrain further the peak 
stress or the depth at which it occurs. Similarly, the 
frictional strength might also be reduced by the presence of 
aqueous fluids, but, again, no data exist. 
The strength profile in Figure 9b for continental itho- 
sphere with a geotherm corresponding to a surface heat flow 
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of 60 mW m '] [Chapman, 1986] reveals a relatively weak 
lower crust. While the top of the mantle reaches a strengtli 
of-300 MPa, the base of the crust has a strength of 
<10 MPa. Flow laws for wet quartzite are included for the 
crest, based on evidence for fluid pressures at or above the 
hydrostatic level [Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980]. Although the 
quartzite strengths determined by Gleason and Tullis [ 1995] 
and Luan and Paterson [1992] are in reasonable agreement 
at laboratory conditions (Figure 5), extrapolation to crustal 
temperatures leads to substantial differences in predicted rock 
strength, as illustrated in Figure 9b. Laboratory experiments 
are generally performed at strain rates that are 5 to 10 orders 
of magnitude faster than those found under normal geologic 
conditions; in the ductile regime, experiments are also 
frequently carded out at temperatures ignificantly higher 
than those appropriate for the lithosphere. Extrapolation of 
strength curves determined in the laboratory to natural 
conditions requires that the activation energy for creep be 
determined accurately [e.g., Chen and Molnar, 1983] and 
that no changes in deformation mechanism occur [Paterson, 
1976, 1987]. In the present comparison, the activation 
energy of 223 kJ mo1-1 reported by Gleason and Tullis 
[1995] is -50% larger than the values of 130 and 
150 kJ.mol '• reported by Kronenberg and Tullis [1984] and 
Luan and Paterson [1992], respectively, leading to marked 
differences in strengths predicted for crustal conditions (e.g., 
over a factor of 10 at a depth of 17.5 km and a temperature 
of 300øC). The uncertaimy in strength is significantly 
smaller for a dry dunitc rheology, however; for an activation 
energy of 535:1:35 kJmol -•, it is less than a factor of 2 at 
45 km and 700øC. (It should be noted that this uncertainty 
in strength is much smaller than that quoted by Molnar 
[1992], in some part because we used a smaller uncertainty 
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Figure 9. Strength envelopes for oceanic and continental lithosphere. (a) For the oceanic lithosphere, a 
geotherm for 60-m.y.-old ithosphere was used [e.g., Turcotte ard Schubert, 1982 pp. 163-167]. A rheology 
for dry olivine [Chopra nd Paterson, 1984] was used because water strongly partitions into the melt during 
partial melting. (b) For the cominental lithosphere, a geotherm for a surface heat flow of 60 mW m 4 was 
employed [Chapman, 1986]. The theologies for wet quartzite are those used in Figure 5; the olivine 
theology is for wet Anita Bay dunitc from Chopra nd Paterson [1984]. Wet rheologies were used, 
consistera with high fluid pressures in fault zones. Plastic flow strength was corrected for water fugacity 
using a water fugacity exponem of unity and assuming lithostatic pore pressure. The BDT and BPT, 
determined asdescribed in the text, have been connected bya dotted line. 
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Figure 2.1: Figure from Kohlstedt et al., 1995 [29]. The strength envelopes for the
oceanic and continental lithosphere show the shallow brittle behaviour and deep
ductile behaviour of the crust.
The ductile behaviour can be modeled with the same laws used for the mantle.
Near the surface, however, the lithosphere behaviour is brittle, and it has to be
treated differently. The law that describes this behaviour is
η =
τy
2ε̇
, (2.21)
where τy is the yield stress and it is described as:
τy = min{τ0 + µp0, τmax} (2.22)
τmax represents the maximum yield stress and τ0 + µp0 is the Bayerlee law
(Byerlee, 1978 [30]), where τ0 is the stress at the surface, µ the friction coefficient
and p0 the lithostatic pressure. The effective viscosity is computed with equation
2.21. Since the viscosity depends strongly on the temperature, in order not to
have non-physical strength at the surface, where the temperature is T = 0 ◦C, I
imposed a maximum viscosity value ηmax. At each point of the finite element grid,
the effective viscosity is the minimum value of all those computed above.
2.3.3 The subduction thrust fault and the mantle wedge
Between the plates, large stresses are localized and a strong deformation occurs.
Near the surface, this results in the strain being accommodated by earthquakes
in major faults or shear localization. In order to model this feature and to have
decoupling between the plates, a narrow weak zone (20 km wide, 50 km deep, with
viscosity 1020 Pa s and fixed radius of 0.8) is imposed.
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At depths of 50 − 150 km, the slab dehydrates due to high temperature and
pressure that cause the subducting oceanic slab, which has a higher water content
than the continental one, to release water through metamorphic reactions (e.g.,
Schimdt and Poli, 1998). The fluids released from the slab trigger partial melting
and, thus, weaken the mantle wedge above it (e.g., Ringwood, 1974). This process
is simulated by the presence of a mantle wedge, which is a weak zone about 200 km
wide and reaches a depth of 150 km below the overriding plate. The viscosity of
the mantle wedge is 1020 Pa s.
These two features move consistently with the slab, following the dynamics of
the system.
2.3.4 Passive margin rheology
Since the aim of this work is to understand how different types of passive margins
can affect the subduction dynamics, special attention has been paid to the way
they are implemented in the models. When it comes to the rheology (as seen in
Chapter 1), the magma poor (MP) and magma rich (MR) passive margins are
different.
Magma poor margins are characterized by a long (up to 500 km, if not more)
transitional zone between the continent and the ocean composed of highly stretched
and faulted continental lithosphere. Therefore, I considered this region to be
weaker than he surrounding material.
On the other hand, magma rich margins have a shorter transition zone com-
posed of newly formed volcanic rocks: a thick layer of oceanic crust at the surface
and, below it, a ‘lower crustal body’ that is likely to be the dense and strong
residue material.
A schematic representation of these two types of margins can be found in figure
2.2.
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extension [Richards et al., 1989; Griffiths and Campbell,
1991]. In such a case of active rifting, small-scale thermal
convection generated within the plume head could rapidly
thin the lithosphere from below and trigger localized mag-
matism after a more or less long period of incubation
[Fleitout et al., 1986; Griffiths and Campbell, 1991; Kent
et al., 1992]. On the contrary, models based on secondary
convection have been described as an alternative to the
plume hypothesis [Mutter et al., 1988; Anderson, 1992;
King and Anderson, 1995]. Steep lateral temperature gra-
dients in the lithosphere could lead to localized secondary
convection and melt generation from the thermal boundary
layer of the cratonic lithosphere with an enriched geochem-
ical signature, without the presence of a plume [Mutter et al.,
1988; Anderson, 1994; King and Anderson, 1995]. Plate
breakup at major sutures or at craton edges, due to plate
tectonic movements, could also lead to the rapid exhumation
and melting of such a subcontinental mantle [Anderson,
1985, 1994]. Eventually, in a comprehensive review of the
most important LIPs, Courtillot et al. [1999] propose a
mixed active/passive scenario for rifting in the presence of
a plume. This scenario emphasizes the causal relationship
between the plume emplacement and the subsequent rifting,
associated with the development of a LIP and, along the rift
zone, of a VPM. In any case, the interaction between the
mantle plume/abnormally hot mantle and continental litho-
sphere results both in (1) alteration and replacement of
lithospheric material by asthenospheric plume-derived prod-
ucts, and (2) the emplacement of large volumes of melts
within the lithosphere. Thus it considerably affects the
thermal regime of the lithosphere and its mechanical proper-
ties as well [Saunders et al., 1992; Frey et al., 1998].
[4] At crustal level, VPMs record the interaction between
continental lithosphere and the melting of an abnormally hot
mantle [Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995]. They are charac-
terized by (1) thick sequences of seaward dipping lava flows
erupted under subaerial conditions (seaward dipping reflec-
tor sequences, SDRS) [Hinz, 1981; Mutter, 1984; Eldholm
et al., 1995], (2) plutonic complexes associated with dyke
swarms parallel to the coast [Myers, 1980; Barton and
White, 1997], and (3) areas of high seismic velocity in the
lower crust possibly related to magma underplating [White
et al., 1987; Eldholm, 1991; Eldholm and Grue, 1994;
Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995; Frey et al., 1998] (Figure
1). During continental breakup, VPMs undergo significant
localized crustal thinning and stretching over a narrow area
(roughly 100 km) [White, 1992; Barton and White, 1997;
Eldholm et al., 1995]. On the opposite to nonvolcanic
passive margins where crustal thinning is marked on by
large scale tilted blocks bounded by seaward dipping
normal faults, VPMs are characterized by seaward dipping
lava flows associated with arrays of presumably continent-
ward dipping normal faults [e.g., Le Pichon and Sibuet,
1981; Nielsen, 1975; Tard et al., 1991; Geoffroy et al., 1998,
2001]. From a summary of the main features of the Green-
land margins, we will illustrate the fact that, apart from the
above described two-dimensional (2-D) structures, VPMs in
Greenland also show essentially along-strike segmentation.
From the available geological and geophysical data on
VPMs and from extensive field work on the VPMs of
Greenland, Geoffroy [2001] has recently proposed a con-
ceptual model to explain the 3-D geometry and develop-
ment of VPMs. This model emphasizes the causal link
between persistent localized fusion zones in the astheno-
sphere that act as soft spots during extension of the litho-
sphere and the margin segmentation.
[5] In the present study, we examine the development of
rifting in a multilayer brittle-ductile lithosphere model
containing zones of low resistance that simulate areas of
magma production and storage. We focus particularly on the
geometry and segmentation of the rift zone in relation to the
emplacement of low-viscosity bodies at depth. Callot et al.
[2001a] have already studied the mechanical response to
stretching of a continental lithosphere containing a low-
viscosity 2-D layer which is emplaced at various levels
within the rheological profile of the lithosphere. These
results show that a thinning-type geometry, similar to that
observed on volcanic margins at the scale of the lithosphere,
may be due to interruption of the sub-Moho resistant mantle
by the low-viscosity layer. Following these results, we now
study the effect on rifting of localized soft spots that are still
situated within the sub-Moho mantle. The present results are
compared to the first-order geometry and segmentation of
the well-constrained volcanic margins of Greenland.
2. Along-Strike Segmentation of North
Atlantic Plume Related Margins
[6] The vast Thulean magmatic province has long been
considered as resulting from the impact of the Icelandic
plume beneath the Greenland European lithosphere during
the Palaeocene [Upton, 1988; White and McKenzie, 1989].
The internal structures of VPMs related to the opening of
the North Atlantic are seen at outcrop on both the east and
west coasts of Greenland. They are associated offshore with
a
b
Figure 1. Simplified sketches of (a) nonvolcanic margin
and (b) volcanic margin. Arrow indicates the continent-
ocean boundary.
2 - 2 CALLOT ET AL.: 3-D MODEL OF VOLCANIC MARGIN
Figure 2.2: Figure from Callot et al., 2002 [15]. Schematic representation of
(a) magma poor and (b) magma rich passive margins. The arrow indicates the
continent-ocean boundary.
2.4 Model setup
The staring point for this work is based on the model described in Magni et al. [5],
and is depicted in figure 2.3.
The reference model describes a geometry with an abrupt transition between
continent and ocean. T is m ans that in the reference case we are not sidering
the presence of a passive margin.
I studied this case as a starting point, i o der to understand, first of all, what
happens if the passive margin is not taken into account, and, secondly, what the
differences in the subduction process are when I a d e.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation (not to scale) of the initial setup of the
reference model, with the boundary conditions and the dimensions.
Subduction is modeled in a 2D rectangular domain, in the plane xz. The
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upper limit of the domain, along the z-axis, represents the Earth’s surface (I am
not taking into account the presence of the ocean), while the bottom of the domain
represents the upper-lower mantle boundary at 660 km.
For all the models presented in this work, the aspect ratio is 1 : 5.
The initial setup, described in figure 2.3, can be summarized as follows:
• The overriding plate is entirely composed by continental lithosphere, with
continental crust present along the whole plate.
• The subducting plate is described as a oceanic lithosphere which presents
a continental block (composed by a continental crust and lithosphere) of
about 800 km. This block is located at a distance of about 500 km from
the position of the trench. At the trench, the lithosphere reaches a depth of
300 km with a curvature radius of 500 km as this provides enough slab pull
to initiate subduction, without the need to impose external forces to push
the plates.
• A weak zone, corresponding to an area with low viscosity (1020 Pa s), has
been introduced at the left top corner, in order to facilitate the motion of
the subducting plate as a consequence of the velocity flux in the mantle.
• A narrow low viscosity zone (1020 Pa s), which reaches a depth of about 50 km
has been introduced along the subducting plate at the trench, in order to be
able to decouple the two plates throughout the entire subduction process.
The shape of this low viscosity zone remains fixed during the whole process,
but its position changes according to the position of the slab.
• A 100 km high and 200 km wide mantle wedge, with the same viscosity as
the other weak zones, has been introduced at a depth of 50km at the trench,
to simulate the weakening of the area above the slab because of the mantle
hydration and melting (Billen and Gurnis, 2001 [31]; van Hunen and Allen,
2011 [7]). The shape of the mantle wedge is a function of the slope of the
slab and is, therefore, not fixed.
• The initial thermal structure of the oceanic lithosphere is assumed to be the
half-space cooling model for a 50 Myr plate (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014 [1]).
For the continental lithosphere, the temperature increases linearly from 0 ◦C
at the surface to the mantle temperature Tm = 1350
◦C at a depth of 150 km.
• The boundary conditions for the temperature require to have 0 ◦C at the
surface, dT/dx=0 at the right boundary, and Tm = 1350
◦C at the lower and
left boundary.
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• I impose the boundary conditions for the velocity to be free-slip everywhere
but at the lower boundary, where we have a no-slip boundary condition. The
assumption taken here is that because of its high viscosity, the lower mantle
acts as a rigid boundary.
In the reference model, the only type of crust taken into account is the conti-
nental one. In other models, depending on the characteristics of the margin, I add
an oceanic crust. In all the models I implemented, the bottom of the lithospheric
mantle of the passive margin follows the same geometry of the crustal part.
2.5 Modelling Passive Margins
In order to describe the two types of passive margins described in section 2.3.4,
I started from the reference model described in section 2.4 and we progressively
added features until we managed to describe, respectively, magma poor and magma
rich margins.
In this section I describe the main types of margins that have been the inter-
mediate and then final steps in our study of passive margins. In my parametric
study, I focus on the geometry, density, and rheology of the passive margin as they
are likely to play key roles in the dynamics of continental collision.
The results and comparison between the models are presented, respectively, in
Chapter 3 and 4.
2.5.1 Reference models: abrupt transition between conti-
nental and oceanic lithosphere
I first performed a parametric study with a set of models similar to the one de-
scribed in section 2.4, changing some key properties of the continental crust, such
as its density and its thickness.
The continental crust geometry is described in figure 2.4.
Continental crust
x (km)
z (km)
0 
hc
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the models in which we did not take the
passive margin into account. hc represents the crustal thickness.
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In these models there is an abrupt transition between continental and oceanic
crust, and this results in the absence of a passive margin.
The values of the parameters for the continental crust in these models are:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 30 km, 35 km, 40 km;
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 400 kg/m3, 500 kg/m3, 600 kg/m3;
• Maximum viscosity: ηc = 2023 Pa s.
2.5.2 Passive margins with a ramp-type geometry of vari-
able length and height
The first step I took to introduce a more realistic passive margin is to add one
with a ramp type geometry, as described in figure 2.5.
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z (km)
lpm
hcContinental crust
hpmPassive 
margin
lpm
hcContinental crust
hpmPassive 
margin
Oceanic crust
lo
ho
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x (km)
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the models in which the margin has a
ramp-type geometry. hc represents the crustal thickness, hpm the final thickness
of the margin and lpm the length of the margin.
The geometry of the margin is defined by the following function:
zmargin ≤ hc −
(
hc
2
)
·
(
x− xmin
xmax − xmin
)
(2.23)
where xmin and xmax are, respectively, the starting and ending points of the
margin on the x- axis, and zmargin is the margin thickness along the whole interval,
with:
zmargin(xmin) = hc zmargin(xmax) = hm (2.24)
In these models, I decided to consider the following values for the crustal pa-
rameters:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 40 km;
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Final thickness of the margin: hm = 0 km, 20 km;
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• Margin length: lm = 50 km, 100 km, 150 km, 200 km;
• Maximum viscosity of the margin: ηc = ηm = 2023 Pa s.
2.5.3 Adding an oceanic crust
Since magma rich passive margins are characterized by a thicker-than-normal
oceanic crust, we decided to add an oceanic crust to our geometry models, as
represented in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the models in which the margin has a
ramp-type geometry and an oceanic crust is considered. hc represents the crustal
thickness, hm the final thickness of the margin, lm the length of the margin, ho the
final thickness of the ocean and lo the length of the oceanic ramp.
The parameters which describe the crust in these models have the following
values:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 30 km;
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Oceanic crust density:∆ρo = 300 kg/m3;
• Final thickness of the margin: hm = 20 km;
• Final oceanic thickness: hm = 0 km, 7 km;
• Margin length: lm = 50 km;
• Average oceanic crustal thickness: l̄o = 0 km, 7 km, 13.5 km, 20 km
• Maximum viscosity of the margin: ηc = ηm = 2023 Pa s.
The oceanic crust has been considered as present in the first 40 km of our
domain, since at this depth the transition from basalt to eclogite occurs. From
this point on, the density of the oceanic crust is the same as the density of the
mantle.
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2.5.4 Magma Poor margins
As described in section 2.3.4, a magma poor passive margin is characterized by a
weaker rheology. In order to model this feature, I ran a set of models with different
(lower) viscosity values of the whole margin. Figure 2.7 shows the characteristics
we implemented for magma poor margins.
Continental crust Passive margin
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a magma poor margin. hc represents the
crustal thickness and lm the length of the margin. The oceanic crust is not taken
into account here.
In this case, the parameters which describe the margin are:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 30 km;
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Final thickness of the margin: 0 km;
• Margin length: lm = 100 km, 200 km, 300 km, 100 km, 400 km, 500 km;
• Maximum viscosity of the margin: ηm = 5·1020 Pa s, 1021 Pa s, 5·1021 Pa s, 1022 Pa s, 5·
1022 Pa s, 1023 Pa s.
2.5.5 Magma Rich margins
Magma rich margins have more complicated complicated structure than the magma
poor ones and, thus, I implemented them in various steps. Here we present only
the final step (figure 2.8), which better represents the MR margin described in
figure 2.2. A complete description of all the other steps is presented in figure 4.9.
Here I describe the margin as the sum of more elements. The continental crust
is described by a step function, and part of it composes the MR margin, as well
as the oceanic ramp and the lower crustal body.
The lower crustal body corresponds to a high velocity zone (HVZ) for the
seismic waves, which is interpreted to be dense and possibly stronger material (in
this work, I assumed this lower crustal body to be stronger than the rest of the
crust, but the rheology of this area is not known exactly (Stab et al., 2016 [32]);
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of a magma rich margin. hc represents the
crustal thickness, hm the final thickness of the crust, lm the length of the crustal
step and lo the length of the oceanic ramp. The red area represents the lower
crustal body (labeled as HVZ, i.e. the high velocity zone for the seismic waves)
described in figure 2.2.
this point will be further discussed in Chapter 5). Therefore, I implement it in
the models as an area with higher viscosity and higher density than the rest of
the margin. In addition to the geometry, I vary the viscosity and density values
of this body to study their effects on the dynamics of continental collision.
The values of the parameters for a magma rich margin as the one in figure 2.8
are:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 40 km;
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Oceanic crust density: ∆ρo = 300 kg/m3;
• HVZ density: ∆ρHV Z = 0 kg/m3,−100 kg/m3,−200 kg/m3;
• Final crustal thickness: lm = 20 km;
• Final oceanic thickness: hm = 7 km;
• Margin length: lm = 50 km, 100 km;
• Average oceanic crustal thickness: l̄o = 13.5 km
• Maximum viscosity of the HVZ: ηHV Z = 1024 Pa s.
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Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Rheological pre-exponent AD 6.52× 106 [Pa−ns−1]
Composition parameter C − [−]
Grain size d − [m]
Activation Energy E 360 [kJ/mol]
Vertical unit vector ez − [−]
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 [m/s2]
Height of the domain h 660 [km]
Thermal diffusivity k 10−6 [m2/s]
Grain size exponent m − [−]
Rheological power law exponent n 1(diff.c.), 3.5(disl.c.) [−]
Deviatoric pressure p − [Pa]
Lithostatic pressure p0 − [Pa]
Gas constant R 8.3 [J/Kmol]
Thermal Rayleigh number Ra 4.4× 106 [−]
Compositional Rayleigh number Rb 1.7× 107 [−]
Temperature T − [◦C]
Time t − [s]
Absolute temperature Tabs − [K]
Reference temperature Tm 1350 [
◦C]
Velocity u − [m/s]
Activation volume V − [m3/mol]
Thermal expansion coefficient α 3.5× 10−5 [K−1]
Density variation ∆ρ − [kg/m3]
Compositional density constant ∆ρc − [kg/m3]
Strain rate ε̇ − [s−1]
Viscosity η − [Pa s]
Reference viscosity η0 10
20 [Pa s]
Maximum lithosphere viscosity ηmax 10
22 − 1024 [Pa s]
Friction coefficient µ 0− 0.1 [−]
Reference density ρ0 330 [kg/m
3]
Stress σ − [Pa]
Deviatoric stress τ − [MPa]
Surface yield stress τ0 40− 200 [m Pa]
Maximum yield stress τmax 200− 400 [m Pa]
Yield stress τy − [m Pa]
Table 2.3: Parameters, symbols and units used in the equations presented in this
Chapter.
Chapter 3
Models description
The aim of this chapter is to present results of the main types of geometries and
rheologies that were chosen in order to study the effect of passive margins on the
continental collision dynamics and to briefly describe the subduction process for
every margin type.
The reference model (whose initial setup is described in Chapter 2) is based
on the one described in Magni et al., 2012 [5], and, starting from this one, other
geometries were implemented at first, followed by models in which the rheology
was changed.
A list of the models studied and their details can be found in appendix A.
3.1 Reference models: abrupt transition between
continental and oceanic lithosphere
The time evolution of the reference model (figure 2.3) is presented in figure 3.1.
The subduction process follows some steps. At first the oceanic lithosphere
sinks into the upper mantle and the slab reaches the bottom of the computational
domain, which represent the upper-lower mantle discontinuity. Afterwards, the
slab starts to flatten on the bottom of the domain. Continental collision happens
about 10 Myr after the beginning of the model. This causes subduction to slow
down due to the fact that the continent is lighter and more buoyant than the ocean
and it resists subduction. At depth, however, the oceanic part of the slab is still
pulling down. These two opposite forces creates high stresses within the slab that
weaken it and necking of the slab occurs. Finally, the slab breaks-off at about
20 Myr detaching the continental part of the subucting plate from the oceanic
one, which continues to sink into mantle.
In all the models presented in this work, the subduction dynamics are the same
as the ones described here.
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution of the subduction process for the reference model. I am
here representing the viscosity field. The color bar indicates the order of magni-
tude of the viscosity (in Pa s), while the blue area identifies the lithosphere (both
continental and oceanic, which have the same viscosity) and the beige area the
mantle. The green contour represents the continental crust, and the white arrows
the velocity field. In figure (a) is represented the initial setup of the subduction
process. Figure (b) shows the moment in which the slab reaches the lower bound-
ary. Figure (c) identifies the necking of the slab. Figure (d) corresponds to a time
immediately after the slab break-off. Figure (e) represents the end of subduction.
As discussed in chapter 2, in this model the passive margin is not taken into
account and we considered the following values for the parameters:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 40 km
• Crustal density: ∆ρc = 600 kg/m3
Slab break-off occurs (between 14and24 Myr) and at a depth of about 236 km
and the continental crust reaches 150 km.
3.1.1 Changing the parameters of the crust
In most of the models presented in this study slab break-off does occur. However,
there are a few end-member cases in which this does not happen. If I change
the values of crustal density and thickness, by making the continent overall less
buoyant, I reach a point in which the slab does not break-off. One of such cases is
presented in figure 3.2.
Here, I chose the following values for the crustal parameters:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 30 km;
• Crustal thickness: ∆ρc = 400 kg/m3.
The figure shows that the break-off does not occur and the continental crust
continues to subduct into the upper mantle.
3.2 Passive margins with a ramp-type geometry
The geometry type whose time evolution is presented in figure 3.3 is the one
described in figure 2.5.
In this model I chose the following values for the parameters:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 40 km;
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: (3.2a) Setup and (3.2b) slab break-off for a model similar to the reference
one. The colours indicate the logarithm of viscosity (with unit Pa s).
• Crustal thickness: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Final thickness of the margin: hm = 20 km;
• Margin length: lm = 50 km.
First of all, I noticed that slab break-off does occur and it takes place later than
in the reference model. Here, in fact, slab break-off happens at about 25 Myr, and
at a depth of about 250 km. In this case, therefore, adding a passive margin with
a ramp-type geometry slows the subduction process down and slightly delays the
break-off.
3.3 Adding an oceanic crust
The next step is to take into account the presence of oceanic crust. I chose to
maintain the same geometry as in section 3.2, with a crustal thickness of 30 km, and
to add an oceanic crust with a ramp-type geometry. The oceanic crust goes from a
thickness of 20 km to 7 km, has a density of ∆ρ = 300kg/m2, and it maintains the
latter value until it reaches a depth of about 40 km, where it undergoes a phase
transitions from basalt to eclogite (Hacker, 1996 [33]). After this transition, its
density is the same as the density of the mantle.
The process is described by figure 3.4.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (3.3a) Setup and (3.3b) slab break-off for a margin with a ramp-type ge-
ometry. The colours indicate the logarithm of viscosity (with unit Pa s).
As it can be noticed, the break-off occurs at about 22 Myr and at a depth of
about 370 km, which is faster than the previous models. This may be due to the
fact that the oceanic crust, whose buoyancy is lower than the one of the continental
crust, pulls the slab into the mantle and the process accelerates.
3.4 Magma Poor margins
Magma poor margins are described in figure 2.7. As discussed in section 2.3.4,
they are characterized by a weak rheology and a long ramp-type margin. The
crustal thickness in this model is 30 km.
The model represented in figure 3.5 corresponds to a margin with length 500 km
and viscosity 1021 Pa s, which is two orders of magnitude lower than the rest of
the crust. In the magma poor models, the oceanic crust is not taken into account.
The first thing that can be noticed is that the slab break-off occurs at about
56 Myr. Another interesting feature is that part of the margin does not subduct,
but, instead, is accreted on the overriding plate. This two characteristics are
present in all the magma poor models, and will be discussed in Chapter ??.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Setup and slab break-off for a margin with a ramp-type geometry and an
where the oceanic crust is taken into account. The colours indicate the logarithm of
viscosity (with unit Pa s).
3.5 Magma Rich margins
The schematic representation for the magma rich model outlined in figure 3.6 is
the one in figure 2.8.
Magma rich margins are characterized by a thicker-than-normal oceanic crust,
which we modeled as described in section 3.3, and a lower crustal body which
coincides with a high velocity zone (HVZ) for the seismic waves (see Chapther 2).
I chose the following values for this model:
• Crustal thickness: hc = 40 km;
• Length of the continental part of the margin: lm = 50 km;
• Continental crust density: ∆ρc = 500 kg/m3;
• Oceanic crust density: ∆ρo = 300 kg/m3;
• Lower crustal body density: ∆ρHV Z = −100 kg/m3;
• Lower crustal body viscosity: ηHV Z = 1024 Pa s.
I notice that the break-off occurs at about 44 Myr (the process is faster than
for the magma poor margins) and that it occurs above the lower crustal body,
which completely subducts into the upper mantle. This may be due to the high
density of the HVZ, which highly reduces its buoyancy.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Setup and slab break-off for a magma poor margin. The green contour
identifies the continental crust and the red contour identifies the passive margin. The
colours indicate the logarithm of viscosity (with unit Pa s).
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: Setup and slab break-off for a magma rich margin. The colours indicate the
logarithm of viscosity (with unit Pa s).
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Chapter 4
Models Comparison
In the previous Chapter, a description of the geometries and rheologies imple-
mented in Citcom has been presented, along with a report of the results of the
main models of each group, individually.
The main goal of this Chapter is to compare the models in order to understand
if any trend can be observed when we change the geometry of the passive margin,
the density contrast between the continental crust and the ocean, and the rheology.
In particular, I look at the break-off time and break-off depth of the slab as a
function of the varying parameters, as well as what happens to the margin material
throughout the process, to study the differences in the subduction evolution of each
model after continental collision.
Here, therefore, the observations arose from this analysis are presented.
4.1 Comparison between all the models
Some preliminary observations can be made by comparing all the models of this
study, and looking at the slab break-off depth and time as a function of the product
between the density contrast and the thickness of the continental crust. This
quantity describes the ‘buoyancy contrast’ between the passive margin and the rest
of the subducting plate. Thus, the smaller the values of the buoyancy contrast, the
denser the passive margin is. This gives an idea of the effect that the buoyancy of
the passive margin has on the subduction dynamics. This kind of plot allows me
to identify a depth and time range in which slab break-off occurs in the studied
parameter space and, importantly, it gives a clear view of the impact that the
geometry and density change have with respect to the rheology.
This can be observed in figure 4.1, in which the two main groups of models
(geometry, described in sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3; rheology, described in sections
2.5.4, 2.5.5) we implemented can be recognized, thanks to the different markers. A
trend can be immediately identified: when the ”buoyancy contrast” increases (the
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x-axis represents the product between density contrast and the thickness of the
continental crust, so we don’t have information about the buoyancy here, but about
the buoyancy contrast), both the break-off time and the break-off depth decrease,
following a linear law. This means that if the buoyancy of the continental crust
increases (i.e. the crust is less dense), slab break-off happens earlier in time and
at shallower depths. The decrease in buoyancy, thus, slows down the process and
allows the continental part of the slab to reach larger depths in the upper mantle
before the break-off. Moreover, the time interval over which the slab break-off
occurs is larger for the models in which the rheology changes than for the ones
in which we only take into account geometry and density changes. By looking at
figure 4.1, in fact, we can see that the range of the slab break-off times goes from
about 10 Myr to about 60 Myr for the models in which we modified the rheology
of the passive margin, while the range for the models considering just geometry or
density changes goes from about 10 Myr to 45 Myr.
In general, however, there is high variability even within each one of the two
groups, even when we consider just the geometry and density changes. This means
that all the parameters we considered in this study are important, because they
clearly affect the timing and location of slab break-off. All this parameters to-
gether, in fact, define the architecture of the margin The values of the variability
ranges and their detailed description can be found in the following sections.
I also investigate how long it takes for slab break-off to happen after the onset
of collision as a function of the contrast buoyancy. Results are shown in figure 4.2,
and this new break-off time is represented by the variable ∆T .
It can be noticed that the trend for this new quantity indicates that when the
buoyancy contrast decreases, ∆T decreases following a linear law. This behaviour
reflects the one found when considering the break-off time independently from the
collision time. For simplicity and because this is a more meaningful value that can
be compared to natural examples, from now on, we will show the break-off time
always with respect to the onset of collision (∆T ).
4.2 Geometry and density changes
In this section, I compare the models in which I changed the geometry and the
density of the margin. This first approach enabled me to have a first understanding
of some of the margins spread throughout our planet, as well as give us a basis
to start building models able to describe magma poor and magma rich margins. I
conducted mainly parametric studies to investigate the different model evolutions
by starting with simple passive margin geometries and increasingly complicating
them to better simulate the real examples of passive margins, the only exception
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Figure 4.1: Slab break-off depth and time as a function of the buoyancy contrast
of the continental crust.
The two groups represented in this figure and labeled ”geometry” (red dots) and
”rheology” (blue triangles) in the legend represent, respectively, the models in
which we changed the geometry and the rheology of the passive margin, with
different values of the buoyancy contrast. The points with value 0 km and 0 Myr
for the break-off time depict the two cases in which no break-off occurred.
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Figure 4.2: Slab break-off time with respect to the collision time as a function of
the buoyancy contrast of the continental crust.
(see caption of figure 4.1 for details on the symbols)
being the group of models (described in section 4.2.3) in which I modeled real
conjugate margins on Earth [19].
4.2.1 Reference models: abrupt transition between conti-
nental and oceanic lithosphere
As described in paragraph 2.4, I started with a set of models with no passive
margin, which means that a sharp transition between continental and oceanic
lithosphere is present. This case is a starting point, which will enable me to
discuss the differences that arise when a passive margin is taken into account.
I vary the continental crust thickness from 30 to 40 km and the density contrast
of the continental crust between 400 and 600 kg/m3.
In this set of models, the break-off depths range between 260 km and 354 km
and the ∆T between 9.43 Myr and 18.01 Myr (figure 4.3). When identifying these
ranges I are not considering the model for which the break-off does not occur
(∆ρ = 400 kg/m3; crustal thickness h = 30 km). Looking at figure 4.3 I can still
recognize the same trend seen in figure 4.1, together with some more information.
First of all, I notice that if both the density contrast and the crustal thickness
are small(the values of the passive magin density contrast is either 400 kg/m3,
500 kg/meter3 or 600 kg/m3, while the crustal thickness values are 30 km, 35 km
or 40 km), slab break-off does not occur, and the continental crust is completely
subducted. However, this is an end-member case. Indeed, if I increase the value
of the crustal thickness to 40 km without changing the value of the density, slab
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Figure 4.3: Slab break-off depth and time as a function of the buoyancy contrast
of the continental crust for the models in which the passive margin is not taken
into account. The markers colour represents the value of the density contrast,
which is reported by the colour-bar on the right. Their size represents the crustal
thickness: the bigger the marker, the thicker the continental crust is.
break-off occurs.
I observe that models with the same crustal density show a decrease in the
value of both the break-off depth (from 354 to 236 km) and time (from 28.26 to
19.13 Myr) if the crustal thickness increases.
4.2.2 Passive margins with a ramp-type geometry of vari-
able length and height
In this second set of models, I take into account the presence of a transition zone
between the ocean and the continent, i.e. the presence of a passive margin. I start
with a simple geometry of a ramp of variable length and thickness.
I therefore compare these models by looking at the break-off time and depth
as a function of the ramp length, as shown in figure 4.4.
The results show that the range of slab break-off depth and ∆T are, respec-
tively, from 301 km to 367 km and from 16.03 Myr to 29.45 Myr. I are therefore
considering a depth variation of 66 km out of 660 km (which is the depth of the
box) and a time variation of about 13 Myr.
The results in the first plot of figure 4.4 show that when the ramp height is
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Figure 4.4: Break-off depth and time as a function of the ramp length of the passive
margin for the ramp models. The colour of the markers identify final values of the
crustal thickness.
20 km, the slab break-off depth increases when the ramp length increases, while
when the final crustal thickness is 0 km, the break-off depth increases up until the
ramp length reaches 100 km, but when this value increases the break-off occur at
shallower depths.
When it comes to the slab break-off time, I notice that for both of the values
of the ramp height, the break-off time increases when the ramp length increases.
However, while the increase for the case with ramp height 20 km is not very
noticeable, when the ramp height is 0 km and the ramp length is bigger than
100 km, the increase has a much larger slope.
4.2.3 Passive margins on Earth: conjugate margins
In this group, I include all the models in which the geometries are based on real
conjugate margins across the world, as described in Peron-Pinvidic [19].
Every margin is described by a different mathematical function: some as ramps
(or series of ramps) of different length and height and some as trigonometrical
functions (or series of trigonometrical functions).
I plotted the break-off time and depth as a function of the ramp/trigonometrical
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function length, taking into account the height of the ramp/trigonometrical func-
tion by choosing different sizes for the markers. The results are shown in figure
4.5.
Figure 4.5: Break-off depth and time as a function of the ramp length of the passive
margin for the real conjugate margins. The size of the markers identify different
ramp heights (the shorter the marker, the smaller the value of the ramp height),
while their colour refers to the buoyancy contrast, as indicated by the colour bar
on the right side of the plot. In both plots, the value 0 identifies the case in which
the break-off does not occur.
The results show that a trend is not easily identifiable when considering real
margins, probably because when looking at more realistic geometries (i.e. when
trying to replicate the characteristics of a specific margin) the slab break-off times
and depths have more variability, since we are not conducting a parametric study.
In fact,when the break-off occurs, the time range goes from 13.79 Myr to
34.06 Myr, spanning about 20 Myr, and the break-off depth goes from 242 km
to 403 km, spanning 161 km.
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4.2.4 Adding an oceanic crust
Here I discuss the models in which an oceanic crust of variable thickness and
geometry is added, in order to try and have a first distinction between magma-
poor (very thin oceanic crust) and magma-rich (thicker than normal oceanic crust)
passive margins.
I also included a model in which the oceanic crust is not taken into account
and with the same passive margin’s geometry. This choice was made in order
to understand if adding an oceanic crust may change the subduction dynamics
significantly.
I chose to model the oceanic crust as a block of thickness 0 km, 7 km, 20 km
or as a ramp of average thickness 13.5 km.
Figure 4.6: Break-off depth and time as a function of the initial oceanic crust
thickness. The size of the markers identify the average oceanic crust thickness for
every model.
The range of slab break-off depth is very small, going from 348 km to 374 km,
as well as the time range that goes from 13.29 Myr to 17.93 Myr.
When looking at the slab break-off time plot, it can be noticed that the slab
breaks at earlier stages of the subduction process when an oceanic crust is intro-
duced, while there are no significant changes when it comes to the break-off depths
(the values span 26 km.
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4.3 Rheology changes
The two kinds of passive margins I took into account in this project are the magma
poor and magma rich ones.
In this section, I present the results that arise from the comparison between
different rheologies associated with the same type of margin, to see which are the
main differences between these two groups and, within each one, what happens to
the subduction process if I modify parametrically the rheology of the margin.
4.3.1 Magma Poor margins
In this section I present the results I obtained for magma poor passive margins, in
terms of slab break-off.
Magma poor margins are characterized by a long (up to 500 km, if not more)
transitional zone between the continent and the ocean composed of highly stretched
and faulted continental lithosphere. Therefore, I considered this region to be
weaker than the surrounding material.
I described these margins as ramps of variable length (from 100 to 500 km)
and viscosity (from 5 · 1020 to 5 · 1022 Pa s).
The results are outlined in figure 4.7, where the break-off time and depth are
plotted in function of the length of the ramp.
Figure 4.7: Break-off depth and time as a function of the ramp length for the
magma poor models. The colour of the markers identify the order of magnitude
of the passive margin’s viscosity.
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I notice that, for every single value of the viscosity, the break-off time increases
with the length of the ramp. Furthermore, the variability is much higher than in
the previous plots. For the slab break-off depth, however, it is more complicated
to find a common trend. Indeed, I observe that the depth value increases with the
ramp length for one of the values of the viscosity of the margin (ηMP = 10
22 Pa s)
and decreases for all the other values (1021 Pa s, 1023 Pa s).
This had me believe that further investigations were necessary to describe the
behaviour of these margins. The results are shown in the next Chapter.
4.3.2 Magma Rich margins
Magma rich margins have a shorter transition zone thank the magma poor ones
and are composed of newly formed volcanic rocks: a thick layer of oceanic crust
at the surface and, below it, a ‘lower crustal body’ that is likely to be the dense
and strong residue of the volcanic products above it (Stab et al., 2016 [32]).
I decided to describe these margins as ramps of length of either 50 or 100 km
and viscosity 1024 Pa s. I also changed the density of either the whole passive
margin or the lower crustal body. I chose the following values for the difference
between the density of the margin and the one of the upper mantle: ∆ρm = 0;−100
or −200 kg/m3 .
These margins are also characterized by a thicker-than-normal oceanic crust
(up to 30 km; Geoffroy [14])
Figure 4.8 shows the results for the break-off time and depth for magma rich
margins. Every group represents one of the geometries (described in figure 4.9)
that have been implemented for magma rich margins during this project.
For this type of margins, again, a common trend is not easily recognisable,
apart from the fact that the heavier the margin is (i.e. the higher the value of
∆ρm is), the smaller both the time and depth span for the break-off are. The
models describing the margin as a ramp whose viscosity is higher than the rest
of the plate (the red ones in figure) have a significantly smaller amount of time
for break-off to occur compared to the others. Furthermore, slab break-off occurs
above the margin for all the models, except for the ones in which the difference
between the density of the HVZ and the mantle is 0 kg/m3.
Once again, therefore, further investigations seem necessary, and will be pre-
sented in the next Chapter.
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Figure 4.8: Break-off depth and time as a function of ∆ρm . The colour and shape
of the markers identify the passive margin’s geometry, as described in figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9: Types of magma rich margins we considered in figure 4.8: (4.9a) corresponds
to the models labeled as a red triangle; (4.9b) to the ones labeled as a black diamond;
(4.9c) to the ones labeled as a blue circle; (4.9d) to the ones labeled as a magenta square.
Chapter 5
Discussion
The aim of this Chapter is to discuss the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4. In
particular, I will try to find an explanation for the trends and features I outlined.
I will therefore discuss processes like the slab break-off for all the models, as well
as some other features which are present just in some groups of models, like the
accretion of margin material on the overriding plate in the case of magma poor
margins.
All the considerations which will be presented in this Chapter arise from further
processing of the data we obtained through my models using Matlab, or from
the comparison with other studies on subduction zones and passive margins (even
if the literature in this latter case is not extensive). I will also try to explain some
of the processes I encountered thanks to studies relative to natural cases, in order
to understand if my models can actually be considered relevant with respect to
geological features of our planet.
Furthermore, I will try to answer the question whether the rheology or the
geometry of a margin has the more important effect over the subduction process.
5.1 Other studies on continental collision
Many numerical studies exist on the dynamics of continental collision and they
show a wide range of values for slab break-off depth and time. van Hunen et al.,
2011 [7] modelled 2D subduction problems, with a continental block 40 km thick,
with density 600 kg/m3 and no passive margin. In their models, slab break-off
occurs at 10 Myr (for young, weak slabs) to more than 20 Myr (for old, strong
slabs), and it occurs deeper than 200 km. Magni et al., 2012 [5] is the model
I used as a starting point for this work, and it describes a model which is the
same as the reference one in this study, except for the presence of a weak zone
at the right boundary. In this case, slab break-off occurs at 17.2 Myr from the
start of the computation. These values are in agreement with my results, however,
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when considering the presence of a more realistic passive margin, I obtain a wider
range of values both in terms of slab break-off depth (300 km) and time (50 Myr).
This shows that it is important to include passive margins in these type of models
because they indeed affect the dynamics of continental collision. Baumann et al.,
2010 [8] describes a model in which the lower mantle is part of the domain. In
this case, slab break-off happens at much higher depths (410 − 510 km) and at
about 40 − 50 Myr due to the buoyancy effects on the boundary. However, I did
not consider the lower mantle in this work, so a comparison with this study is not
possible.
5.2 Reference models: abrupt transition between
continental and oceanic lithosphere
The results for this set of models, in which there is an abrupt transition between
continent and ocean, are shown in sections 3.1 and 4.2.1.
I modified the thickness of the continental crust, as well as its density, to
understand the role of the buoyancy in the subduction dynamics.
Figure 4.3 shows that when the value of the buoyancy contrast increases (and
the buoyancy decreases), the depth and time of the slab break-off increase. This
variation in time, however, is not extremely significant, since its value is of the order
of 10 Myr. The variation in depth, on the other hand, spans about 100 km. This
trends can be explained by the fact that the increase in buoyancy may prevent the
crust to sink deeper into the mantle, counterbalancing the pull of the lithospheric
lab which has already been subducted, and causing the slab break-off to happen
at shallower depths and faster.
These estimates, however, do not include the case in which the break-off does
not occur. Here, I am considering the situation described in figure 3.2. In this
case, I modelled a very thin crust with high density. These two characteristics,
combined, result in a continent that is heavy enough to subduct and maintain
a ductile behaviour. This results in the complete subduction of the continental
lithosphere without any slab break-off.
5.3 Passive margins with a ramp-type geometry
of variable length and height
An example for this group of models is shown in section 3.2. Figure 4.4 shows the
slab break-off time and depth in terms of the length of the passive margin. The
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final thickness of the margin is also taken into account thanks to the color of the
markers in the plot.
As described in section 4.2.2, the geometry of the passive margin seems to
significantly affect the subduction dynamics.
In fact, if I consider a margin with final thickness of 20 km, both the slab break-
off time and depth increase steadily with the margin length. This may be due to
the fact that the longer the margin is, the thinner it becomes after the subduction.
This may be due to the overall buoyancy: since the crustal layer (which is lighter
because the density of the crust is lower than the one of the mantle one) is thinner
for a more extended part of the margin, it takes longer to subduct enough light
material (i.e., the continental crust) to produce enough stresses to break the slab
at depth.
On the other end, if the final thickness is 0 km, the slab break-off depth in-
creases if the margin length is 50 or 100 km, and then it decreases. The break-off
time, in this case, increases more rapidly for a margin of length larger than 100 km.
This may due to the fact that the margin changes shape during the evolution, and
it becomes similar to the case in which the margin is not taken into account. This
means that we have thicker crust that does not subduct as much as in the previous
cases, causes slab break-off to occur at shallower depths but delayed in time.
5.4 Adding an oceanic crust
The evolution of this group of models is outlined in section 3.3, and a comparison
in terms of initial and average thickness of the oceanic crust can be found in figure
4.6.
For all the models, slab break-off happens at shallower depths and later in time
when the oceanic crust is not taken into account. In general, though, there are
no significant differences, because the break-off time and depth variations are not
very large. This may be due to the transition from basalt to eclogite at a depth
of approximately 40 km, which confines the effect of the oceanic crustal buoyancy
only close to the surface. Its role in the subduction dynamics is, therefore, limited.
5.5 Magma Poor margins
An example for magma poor margins may be found in section 3.4, and a study of
the slab break-off in terms of the margin length and viscosity is presented in figure
4.7.
The break-off time increases steadily with the margin length for all cases, but
I do not see a consistent behaviour in terms of the viscosity. Furthermore, the
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break-off depth does not show an identifiable trend both for the margin length
and viscosity, as described in section 4.3.1.
In order to understand better this behaviour, I chose to consider a margin with
length 300 km, and vary the viscosity in a systematic way from 5× 1021 Pa s to
1023 Pa s. What I expect, is that when the viscosity decreases, the margin breaks
more easily because it becomes weaker. What I see, however, is what follows:
• Break-off depth: The slab breaks at shallow depths for the lowest value of
the viscosity, then it happens deeper for the value half an order of magnitude
larger, and then decreases again;
• Break-off time: There is no discernible trend.
This kind of behaviour may be due to the fact that my models show (figure
3.5) that not all the margin is subducted, but part of its material is accreted on
the overriding plate.
The percentage of material that remains in the first 40 km of the domain along
the z-axis, and is eventually accreted is shown in figure 5.1. This figure shows
how much material of the passive margin stays at the surface during the model
evolution and the final values towards the end of the curve show how much material
is accreted to the overriding plate once continental collision is over.
A description of the models considered in this figure (in terms of the parameters
I used to model them) can be found in table A.5 in appendix A. Figures that show
the accreted and subducted margin material for magma poor models as a function
of their viscosity and margin length can be found in appendix B.
The cause for the high variability in behavior for the break-off in magma poor
margins may be the buoyancy: the slab loses the light part, which stays at the
surface, thus it remains heavy for longer. The weakness of the passive margin is
very important to allow the decoupling between the passive margin material and
the lithosphere below. As shown in previous models with no weak passive margin,
this type of decoupling would not happen otherwise.
Furthermore, the longer the ramp, the more material is exhumed and accreted
on the overriding plate, as shown in figure 5.2.
This feature I found in our models is consistent with geological measurements
which show that magma poor margin material can be found in mountain ranges
such as the Alps (Manatschal and Gianreto, 2004 [18]).
5.6 Magma Rich margins
The time evolution of magma rich margins can be found in section 3.5 and a
comparison in terms of type of model and density of the HVZ can be found in
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Figure 5.1: Magma poor margin material which is subducted and, at the end of
the process, accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 300 km and
variable viscosity. Figure (a) shows the margin material that remains in the first
40 km of the domain along the z-axis, which becomes accreted material at the end
of the process. The break-off time is represented by the dots. Notice that after
the break-off, part of the margin material is exhumed.
figure 4.8.
In general, the depth of the slab break-off seems to decrease when the density
of the lower crustal body decreases. This can be due to the fact that an increase in
density causes a decrease in the buoyancy, and this allows the slab to sink further
into the mantle. The break-off time, however, does not show any noticeable trend.
Looking at figure 3.6, however, it can be noticed that the slab breaks above the
margin. This happens in most of our models, except for the ones in which the HVZ
has the same density as the mantle. In these cases, the passive margin material
is exhumed. Importantly, the occurrence of slab break-off within the subducting
continent and above the passive margin material, means that the passive margin is
”lost” into the mantle and does not exhume. It is, thus, hard to preserve magma
rich passive margins due to their properties. This behaviour is consistent with the
fact that magma rich margins are not as common as magma poor ones on Earth.
In fact, if they are subducted in most of the cases, they cannot be seen on the
surface. An exception to this feature can be found in the Møre Basin in Norway
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Figure 5.2: Magma poor margin material which is subducted and, at the end of
the process, accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of viscosity 1022Pa s and
variable length. Figure (a) shows the margin material that remains in the first
40 km of the domain along the z-axis, which becomes accreted material at the end
of the process. The break-off time is represented by the dots.Notice that after the
break-off, part of the margin material is exhumed.
(Jakob et al., 2019 [34]), which is a fossil magma rich margin.
5.7 Geometry or rheology?
Since the ranges of time and depth vary significantly with the different models, I
asked myself whether the geometry or the rheology of the margin has the more
critical impact on the subduction dynamics.
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the slab break-off time and depth for all the
models I studied. By looking at this plot I observe that, at least for the break-off
time, the rheology seems to be the main factor in terms of the variation of the
time evolution of the system. When looking at the depth, however, the geometry
seems to be the most important feature.
However, when considering the rheology, I considered a smaller number of
different geometries for my models. This leads me to think that if I were to
perform all the rheology changes I discussed for every geometry I built, I would
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see that the slab break-off depth variations would be regulated by the rheology as
well.
In general, both rheology and geometry are very important when modelling
passive margins. In fact, they both show high variability in terms of slab break-
off, and the variability is more evident in the cases in which I consider both of these
features (i.e. we change the architecture of the margin), for example in magma
rich margins.
The models in which I considered the real margins on earth, moreover, show
that I can obtain a significant variability for the subduction process if I just con-
sider the geometry changes.
Therefore, even if geometry is definitely a key factor when considering the effect
of passive margins on subduction, I believe the rheology to be the main element
that has to be taken into account when trying to understand how passive margins
affect the continental collision dynamics.
5.8 Models limitations
All of the models I studied in this work present some limitations and could be
expanded in order to describe margins which approximate better real cases.
First of all, I considered 2D models, and this does not give me any information
about how the dynamics changes if we consider a plate which has a finite extension
on the horizontal plane. I also considered the domain to stop at the base of the
upper mantle, but in some cases, the slab sinks into the lower mantle as well. This
may also be interesting if I want to try and reproduce natural cases.
Moreover, when introducing the rheology changes, we assigned a fixed value of
the rheology to the margins, without taking into account the fact that the viscosity
is not constant but does, in fact, change during the subduction process. In order
to describe more realistic cases, therefore, a variable viscosity may be introduced,
for example as a function of the temperature and stresses. We are, therefore,
considering passive margins, but they are much simpler than the real cases.
Another feature I haven’t considered here is that passive margins, especially
magma poor ones, are usually covered by a thick sediment layer, which present
a weak rheology. When I modeled MP passive margins, I considered them to be
weaker than the rest, but since the sediment layer is just a few kilometers thick,
I can not consider it to represent the whole margin, so I cannot include it in the
rheology we chose for this type of margins.
Furthermore, magma rich margins present a lower crustal body, corresponding
to a high velocity zone for seismic waves. In all of my MR models, I considered this
HVZ to be stronger than the rest. This fact, however, is uncertain. It is still not
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clear, in fact, what this body is [32], and we assumed it is mafic/ultramafic material
that is stronger and denser than the surrounding material. I tested different values
for the viscosity and density parameters and the results did not change significantly.
The margin, in fact, always subducted. However if this body and, in general, the
whole margin is serpertinized and/or highly faulted, then its rheology can change
and the margin could be overall weaker. Further studies could therefore be done
to address this problem, in order to understand if the rheology of the HVZ might
affect the subduction dynamics significantly.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The aim of this work was to understand different types of passive margins can
influence the dynamics of continental collision. The subduction process has been
modelled using the finite element code Citcom and to describe the dynamics of
continental collision I mainly focused on the time and position of the slab break-off
after the collision and on the fate of the passive margin material.
I decided to focus on the two main types of passive margins existing in nature,
which are the Magma Poor and Magma Rich ones. They differ from one another
because of the processes that originated them. Magma Rich margins are associated
with heavy magmatism during their formation. This creates a thicker-than-normal
oceanic crust and, below it, the presence of a lower crustal body, which it thought
to be the residue of the effusive magmatic material above and is identified as a
high velocity zone for the seismic waves. Therefore, this lower crustal body is
assumed to be an area with viscosity and density higher than the rest of the crust.
Magma Poor margins are described as transitional zones between continent and
ocean whose length can reach and exceed 500 km, and are heavily stretched and
faulted areas. In my models, I assigned them a lower viscosity than the rest of the
crust. A schematic representation of these margins can be found in figures 2.8 and
2.7.
To model these margins, I started by introducing in the model described in
Magni et al. [5] passive margins with the same rheology as the continental crust
but with different geometries. Afterwards, I changed their density, in order to
understand the role of buoyancy in the subduction dynamics, and, in a few cases, I
introduced an oceanic crust, to start identifying the role of a thicker-than-normal
oceanic crust. Finally, I introduced some rheology changes that allowed me to
discriminate between magma poor and magma rich margins. In total, I obtained
92 models. The main ones are described in Chapter 3.
I compared these models as a function of the varied parameters (e.g., geometry
parameters, density, and viscosity), in order to understand what exactly is the
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effect of passive margins on subduction and if it is actually important to consider
them when modelling this phenomenon. This comparisons and the discussion of
the results are outlined in Chapters 4 and 5. In general, it can be noticed that
passive margins certainly have a noticeable impact on subduction, especially when
it comes to slab break-off and the fate of the margin material throughout the pro-
cess. The break-off time and position, in fact, change in a range spanning 50 Myr
and 300 km, respectively. Furthermore, the factor that shows the higher impact on
the subduction dynamics is the rheology of the passive margin. Magma poor and
magma rich margins, in fact, behave quite differently from one another.The ge-
ometry and density changes, however, cannot be neglected as a key element when
trying to understand how the presence of a passive margin affects subduction,
since they still cause a wide variability range for the slab break-off. The results
also showed that for magma poor margins part of the margin does not subduct
but it, in fact, exhumes and accretes on the overriding plate. This is consistent
with geological observations which show that magma poor passive margin mate-
rial can be found in mountain ranges and is, thus, easily preserved. On the other
hand, in most cases magma rich margins are completely subducted and lost into
the mantle, because the slab breaks above them. This is consistent with the fact
that fossilised magma rich margins in orogenies are much less common than the
magma poor ones in nature.
This study, therefore, showed that passive margins are, in fact, important when
modelling subduction and should be taken into account when studying this process
because their structures controls the dynamics and timing of slab break-off and
the accretion of passive margin material. Importantly, I provide an explanation
on why it is easier to find accreted magma poor passive margins in mountain belts
than magma rich ones.
Appendix A
Complete list of models
I present here the complete list of the models implemented in this project, divided
in groups to highlight the main parameters we considered.
Abrupt COT
Model
name
Margin
geometry
Continent
thickness
(km)
Continent
density
(kg/m3)
Break-off
depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
collision2D_
nwzdx
- 40 600 236 19.6
collision2D_
drho500
- 40 500 260 19.73
collision2D_
drho400
- 40 400 330 28.28
collision2D_
cc35
- 35 600 283 19.13
collision2D_
cc30
- 30 600 306 26.25
collision2D_
h30r500
- 30 500 354 28.26
collision2D_
h30r400
- 30 400 - -
collision2D_
h40step
step func-
tion
40 500 141 18.38
collision2D_
step
step func-
tion
30 500 248 23.49
Table A.1: These models represent an abrupt COT. Here, the passive margin is
not present at all or it is represented as a step function.
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Ramp-type geometry
Model
name
Margin
geome-
try
Average
continent
thickness
(km)
Margin
length
(km)
Ramp
height
(km)
Break-
off depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
collision2D_
gradcc
ramp 30 800 20 165 14.46
collision2D_
gradual
ramp 30 800 20 160 12.62
collision2D_
h20ramp50
ramp 30 50 20 301 25.5
collision2D_
h20ramp100
ramp 30 100 20 330 25.86
collision2D_
h20ramp150
ramp 30 150 20 337 26.23
collision2D_
h20ramp200
ramp 30 200 20 345 26.43
collision2D_
h0ramp50
ramp 20 50 0 323 25.82
collision2D_
h0ramp100
ramp 20 100 0 367 26.23
collision2D_
h0ramp150
ramp 20 150 0 348 32.49
collision2D_
h0ramp200
ramp 20 200 0 313 37.01
collision2D_
upper_
plate
ramp 20 70 0 242 22.72
collision2D_
lower_
plate
cosine 20 150 0 381 26.46
collision2D_
flemish_
cap
ramp 21 70 12 403 27.73
collision2D_
grand_
banks
ramp 24 40 18 367 27.53
collision2D_
galicia_
bank
double
ramp
16 70 10 - -
collision2D_
siap
ramp 22 80 14 385 27.63
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collision2D_
more
ramp 25 50 20 359 27.67
collision2D_
jameson_
liverpool
sine +
cosine
22 160 14 396 27.68
collision2D_
esperito_
santo
ramp 25 70 20 368 27.68
collision2D_
angola
double
ramp
22.5 130 15 337 42.83
Table A.2: List of all the models with a ramp-type geometry. We also report here the
models representing the real margins on Earth, which in some cases present coplicated
geometries.
Adding an oceanic crust
Model
name
Average
ocean
thickness
(km)
Initial
Ocean
thickness
(km)
Break-off
depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
collision2D_
more
0 0 359 27.26
collision2D_
eclogite20
20 20 348 25.06
collision2D_
more_
eclogite
7 7 356 27.12
collision2D_
more_slab_
b2e
7 7 374 22.47
collision2D_
more_slab_
b2e20
20 20 363 24.52
collision2D_
more_b2e
13.5 20 348 22.21
Table A.3: This table reports the models in which we experimented with adding
an oceanic crust. The first model does not include the oceanic crust. In the initial
setup of the following two, the oceanic crust has not reached the trench yet, whilw
in the last two the oceanic crust is already part of the slab.
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First rheology models
Model
name
Average
continent
thickness
(km)
Average
ocean
thickness
(km)
Margin
viscosity
(Pa s)
Break-off
depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
rheology_
MP01_odg
25 13.5 1022 351 15.27
rheology_
MP015_odg
25 13.5 5× 1022 330 14.95
rheology_
MPm01_odg
25 13.5 1021 381 22.79
rheology_
MPm015_odg
25 13.5 5× 1021 351 18.53
Table A.4: In this models we started to introduce some variations in the viscosiy
of the margin, while maintaining a ramp-type geometry.
Magma poor margins
Model
name
Margin
length
(km)
Viscosity
(Pa s)
Break-off
depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
Accreted
margin
material
(%)
rheology_
ramp100
100 1023 309 32.16 20
rheology_
ramp200
200 1023 309 34.06 50
rheology_
ramp300
300 1023 289 42.64 60
rheology_
ramp400
400 1023 268 56.66 70
rheology_
ramp500
500 1023 278 62.26 80
rheology_
ramp100_
1e21
100 1021 361 20.18 40
rheology_
ramp200_
1e21
200 1021 413 24.73 50
rheology_
ramp300_
1e21
300 1021 392 37.98 50
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rheology_
ramp400_
1e21
400 1021 433 41.53 60
rheology_
ramp500_
1e21
500 1021 443 46.6 60
rheology_
ramp100_
1e22
100 1022 351 35.96 30
rheology_
ramp200_
1e22
200 1022 330 43.26 40
rheology_
ramp300_
1e22
300 1022 320 50.80 55
rheology_
ramp400_
1e22
400 1022 330 57.69 50
rheology_
ramp500_
1e22
500 1022 309 65.14 45
rheology_
ramp300_
5e20
300 5× 1020 289 33.89 40
rheology_
ramp300_
5e21
300 5× 1021 412 41.77 50
rheology_
ramp300_
5e22
300 5× 1022 351 24.95 45
Table A.5: Complete list of the magma poor margins. The comparison between
all of these models can be found in figure 4.7.
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Magma rich margins
Model
name
Margin
geometry
Margin
length
(km)
∆ρpm
(kg/m3)
Break-off
depth
(km)
Break-
off time
(Myr)
rheology_
ramp50_1e24
ramp 50 500 322 16.61
rheology_
ramp100_
1e24
ramp 100 500 330 15.94
rheology_
ramp50_dr0
ramp 50 0 330 20.04
rheology_
ramp100_dr0
ramp 100 0 310 16.62
rheology_
ramp50_
dr100
ramp 50 -100 320 19.135
rheology_
ramp100_
dr100
ramp 100 -100 330 17.17
rheology_
ramp50_
dr200
ramp 50 -200 371 17.62
rheology_
ramp100_
dr200
ramp 100 -200 361 17.64
ocean_
ramp50_1e24
fig. 4.9a 50 500 278 18.51
ocean_
ramp100_
1e24
fig. 4.9a 100 500 268 18.08
ocean_
ramp50_dr0
fig. 4.9a 50 0 309 18.05
ocean_
ramp100_dr0
fig. 4.9a 100 0 289 18.54
ocean_
ramp50_
dr100
fig. 4.9a 50 -100 350 18.66
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ocean_
ramp100_
dr100
fig. 4.9a 100 -100 300 18.38
ocean_
ramp50_
dr200
fig. 4.9a 50 -200 361 19.25
ocean_
ramp100_
dr200
fig. 4.9a 100 -200 320 18.51
big_HVZ_
ramp50dr0
fig. 4.9b 50 0 320 42.49
big_HVZ_
ramp100dr0
fig. 4.9b 100 0 371 44.57
big_HVZ_
ramp50dr100
fig. 4.9b 50 -100 340 43.82
big_HVZ_
ramp100dr100
fig. 4.9b 100 -100 392 43.73
big_HVZ_
ramp50dr200
fig. 4.9b 50 -200 330 43.21
big_HVZ_
ramp100dr200
fig. 4.9b 100 -200 423 40.42
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp50dr0
fig. 4.9c 50 0 351 43.11
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp100dr0
fig. 4.9c 100 0 330 44.25
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp50dr100
fig. 4.9c 50 -100 361 43.39
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp100dr100
fig. 4.9c 100 -100 351 43.79
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp50dr200
fig. 4.9c 50 -200 340 43.69
rheology_
HVZ_
ramp100dr200
fig. 4.9c 100 -200 433 63.32
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HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 50 0 278 43.43
HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 100 0 382 38.76
HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 50 -100 289 44.57
HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 100 -100 258 45.65
HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 50 -200 258 39.21
HVZ_
step50dr0
fig. 4.9d 100 -200 248 44.2
Table A.6: This table presents all the magma rich models. The first eight models
outlined here represent the first step towards describing the more complicated
geometries shown in figure 4.9, and represents a ramp-type margin with a fixed
value of the viscosity and without oceanic crust.
Appendix B
Accreted material
In this appendix I present the figures I obtained when plotting the margin material
that remains in the first 40 km of the domain throughout the computation, as a
function of all the viscosities and margin length included in this study for magma
poor margins.
The interest in analyzing this feature arises from the fact that traces of margin
material can be found in orogenic belts in nature. The numerical values of the
percentages of the accreted margin material shown in the figures below can be
found in table A.5 in appendix A.
B.1 Accreted material as a function of length
The figures below show the percentage of margin material that subducts, exhumes
or accretes on the overriding plate, as a function of the margin length. The dots
represent the time of slab break-off. The specifics of the models can be found in
appendix A. The trend is similar for all the models: the margin material sinks
into the mantle in the early stages of subduction, then the break-off occurs and
part of it exhumes. The value of the material in the first 40 km of the domain at
the end of computation is the percentage of accreted material on the overriding
plate.
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Figure B.1: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 100 km and variable vis-
cosity.
Figure B.2: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 200 km and variable vis-
cosity.
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Figure B.3: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 300 km and variable vis-
cosity.
Figure B.4: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 400 km and variable vis-
cosity.
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Figure B.5: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of length 500 km and variable vis-
cosity.
B.2 Accreted material as a function of viscosity
The figures below show the percentage of margin material that subducts, exhumes
or accretes on the overriding plate, as a function of the margin viscosity. The dots
represent the time of slab break-off. The specifics of the models can be found in
appendix A. The trend is similar for all the models: the margin material sinks
into the mantle in the early stages of subduction, then the break-off occurs and
part of it exhumes. We can notice that, in general, when the ramp is short there is
less accreted material at the end of computation. The value of the material in the
first 40 km of the domain at the end of computation is the percentage of accreted
material on the overriding plate.
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Figure B.6: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of viscosity 1023Pa s and variable
length.
Figure B.8: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of viscosity 1022Pa s and variable
length.
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Figure B.7: Magma poor margin material which gets subducted and, eventually,
accreted on the overriding plate for a margin of viscosity 1021Pa s and variable
length.
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